
 

Across 

1/26 Obscure guilt OK about old-fashioned creation of 1 
down 13 (7,5) 

5 Curled lip with foreboding for Billy from 16 11-5 (7) 

9 Votes from umpire before noon with attorney (9) 

10 Poles hold in anger at sweet singer (5) 

11 See 16 Down 

12 Bigmouth returns with Saint for the purpose of a karass in 
22 24 (8) 

14 Odds are favouring some leaders being chumps (4) 

15 In the actual state of affairs, a perch exists (2,2,2) 

17 A note from Homer? (3) 

19 ...and not Reagan's backing? (3) 

21 African country's King meeting predecessor of June in 1 
down 13 work (6) 

22/24 Beheld arc stack holding back a work of 1 down 13 
(4,6) 

25 Ready to use, nice to leave (4,2,2) 

26 See 1 

29 Atlas, for example, is a thing with a brown cover (5) 

30 The right housing beneath The Times? (9) 

31 One who lies about a puzzle (7) 

32 Ancient Britons to the north-east reveal a substance found 
in 22 24 (3-4) 

Down 

1/13 Bob Kent, guru on TV with Jasper, limits 
creator of many 18 (4,8,2) 

2 Given endless prison sentence, snob is to 
depart Earth (4-3) 

3 Surge where one may find pond snail? (6) 

4 Wise? Not I - I'm an eagle (4) 

5 Ballad in arrangement Edward performed, 
possibly in a work by 1 down 13 (4-5) 

6 Taps slot, perhaps? (4,4) 

7 Set up ruminant eating rodent to be graded 
again (7) 

8 Advocate of unity imprisoning sly Royalist 
(10) 

13 See 1 

16/11 Guru heals those falling into a shambles 
(14) 

18 Compositions calling out the fixing of 
wrongs? (8) 

20 Marsupial's footwork above house (7) 

23 Turquoise raisin, oddly, is the genitive form 
of a zodiacal constellation (7) 

24 See 22 Across 

27 I fuss briefly over mystic (4) 

28 This first regret is unquestionable (4) 

 


